SPEAK LIKE
A PRO

TENNIS LANGUAGE

ACE A winning serve where the
receiver fails to return the ball.

WORDSEARCH

FAULT A missed serve.

Find the ten tennis words.

SMASH When a player hit’s
powerfully, often overhead.

Ace

Net

Ball

Racquet

Court

Serve

Doubles

Tennis

Duece

Volley

WORD GAME

1

LET A serve which must be taken
again after touching the net and
landing in the service box.
LOVE Referring to the score
zero. Taken from the French word
“L’oeuf” meaning egg. Like the
shape of a zero.
RALLY A series of consecutive
shots between players.

7

5
TENNISMAN One player thinks of a tennis word,
8
the others try to guess what it is one letter at a
2
6
time. The word player draws dashes equivalent to
the number of letters. If a guessing player guesses
3
4
the correct letter the word player fills in the blank
dash. If the word does not contain the suggested
letter, the other player draws one element of a
tennis man. If the guessing players find the word
before the picture is complete, they win. They
have eight wrong guesses before the picture is
Drawing order for Tennisman
complete.
1 head > 2 body > 3 leg > 4 leg > 5 arm > 6 arm > 7 racquet > 8 ball.
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FINDING MAD LIBS WORDS
NOUN A word that refers to a person,
place, thing, event, substance or quality
Examples: 'cat', 'party', 'boat'
VERB A word or phrase that describes an
action, condition or experience.
Example: 'run', 'look' 'feel' ‘throw’ ‘dare’.

L

ADJECTIVE a word that describes a noun
Examples: 'big', 'boring', 'pink', 'quick'

MAD LIBS
Nothing beats a game of tennis on a __________ day. Steve and Laura __________ to the court. They had a
Adjective

Verb

bag of _________ and ________ to play with. On arrival they met friends Jordan and Cary and decided to play
Silly word

Verb

Noun

a __________ game. To play doubles you use the ___________. The match was close after a long rally Steve
Verb

Adjective

and Laura _________ . On the next serve Laura’s shot landed in ____________, everyone was cheering
A place

Verb

“_____________”. Cary ____________ and swung the ___________. It was the most ___________ shot he
“-ed” Verb

Noun

Silly word

Adjective

had ever played. After they finished ___________ they headed to the park for _________. Everyone had a
“-ing” Verb

Verb

___________ time. The four friends decided tomorrow they would _________ together. Most of all they enjoy
Emotion

to ____________ and Keep Playing!
Silly word

Silly word

